A POLL REPORT ON CHRISTMAS, NEW YEAR, AND CHRISTIANS
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES
The year 2020 has been unique on many fronts because of the
Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic situation has led to massive
disruption in every area of life and society.
Churches have not been spared either; within this year alone,
churches were closed, and new regulations on public gathering and
reopening of churches were introduced as a containment measure
against the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. Due to these changes,
major church traditions, practices, ordinances, and events in the
Christian calendar have had to be reimagined in light of the new
realities.
This survey by ShahidiHub Research & Consulting (under
ShahidiHub Africa Ltd) sought to find out the opinions of Christians
in Kenya on this year’s Christmas celebrations (Covid Christmas), and
their views on the New Year 2021. The online poll which lasted for less
than ten days was open to Christians from all Church denominations, in
Kenya. The findings as presented below highlight critical views and
trends on these two aspects
The following is our collation of the quantitative survey feedback
(and responses from the open-ended questions).
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QUESTION 1
From your previous Christmas experience, what do you need to do to celebrate
Christmas properly? Tick all that apply
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The top six activities that Christians in Kenya prioritize during Christmas are as follows:
Encourage belief in Jesus Christ as Savior (68%); Attend a Christmas service/ Kesha (68%);
Prepare/ Have a special meal (63%); Visit family and friends (62%); Give gifts and donate to the
poor and needy (61%); while 56% would spend their time majorly reading the birth story of
Jesus Christ. The activities considered to many (68%) as central to Christmas like Keshas or
attending a Christmas worship service were definitely affected by the pandemic outbreak. This
makes this year’s Christmas a different one. Overall, it is encouraging to see that many
Christians still observe activities that are biblically related to the birth of Jesus Christ, like
reflecting on the biblical story of the birth of Christ and witnessing to the implications of the
incarnation of Christ.
Other activities include (in descending order): Listening/ Watching Christian music/movie
(43%), Traveling upcountry to meet loved ones (38%), Putting up Festive Decorations (18%),
Travelling for a vacation (9%). Refer to the figure below:
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QUESTION 2
Activities associated with Christmas that were LESS observed this year because of Covid-19:
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The study indicated the activities that were less observed this Christmas as follows: Spending
time/inviting/Visiting family/friends/neighbors (77%); Attending a Christmas Kesha (71%);
Traveling upcountry (57%); Travel for a vacation (57%); Giving of gifts and donations to
charities (35%), and, Attending a Christmas worship Service (31%). Covid-19 considerably
impacted how Christmas has always been celebrated. It was a unique Christmas because many
Christians had to readjust their plans and usual practices because of the Coronavirus. However,
these inevitable adjustments did not eclipse the celebrations and practices that are often
associated with Christmas.

The qualitative data on this question indicated that the expressed reservations in inviting/visiting
family/friends/neighbors had to do with taking health precautions. Many people minimized
movements as a safety measure during this festive season. Also, the reason for limited travels
and reduced giving to charities was attributed to financial constraints and loss of jobs/businesses.
Some other activities like vigil services were less observed because of the ongoing curfew
measures. Those who expressed reservations in attending a Christmas worship service feared
overcrowded situations that would compromise physical distancing protocols and consequently
increase the risk of contracting Covid-19.
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QUESTION 3
In relation to other previous Christmas celebrations, (is) has COVID-19 influenced/impacted
your spiritual reflections on the significance of Christmas?

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Approximately, 64% of Christians believe that the pandemic has made them spiritually more
reflective on the significance of Christmas; while 16% thought that despite the Covid-19
situation, their spiritual reflections have remained the same. Interestingly, approximately 19% of
the respondents expressed that the pandemic has had less impact on their spiritual reflections on
the significance of Christmas.

QUESTION 4
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The findings are ordered according to their scores: Life/Health (92%), Biblical hope (82%),
Family/ Friends (79%), Church community (72%), Job/ employment (45%). Although the year
2020 was characterized by challenges occasioned by the pandemic, a substantial number of
Christians in Kenya are grateful to God for health, the support system (from church community,
family, and friends), and the biblical message of hope. The low scores on employment reveal the
effects of the pandemic on this component.
The additional qualitative data indicated that many were also grateful for God’s protection and
provision, and thankful for the technology that had enabled virtual worship services.

QUESTION 5

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
It is notable that although the pandemic has wreaked havoc in every area of life, the same
pandemic has achieved something positive and beautiful among the Christian community in
Kenya. A substantial percentage of Christians in Kenya (88%) believe that their faith has become
stronger during the pandemic. Only 10% believe their faith hasn’t changed much, and 2%
believe their faith has become weaker during the pandemic.
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QUESTION 6
What are your top priorities (resolutions) in the coming year 2021? Select all that apply
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The findings on this question reveal that, 86.14% of Christians in the year 2021 want to get
closer to God (like through reading of Bible, attending church, fellowship with other believers),
while 64% would want to focus on personal development (learning a new skill, get more
education). Further, 62.38% would want to participate in church activities, while another 62.38%
would like to prioritize on health and fitness-related matters (live a healthier life). Slightly over
half of Christians surveyed (54.46%) would want to focus on Financial independence (manage
personal finances).
Other resolutions featured in the question include: Find a job (a better job or self-employment)(35.64%); Spend time with friends and family- (35.64%); Quit negative habits (focus on
character development)- 34.65%. Refer to the figure below:
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QUESTION 7

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
As we cross over to the year 2021, the majority of Christians (71.29%) expressed hope and faith
that the New Year will generally be better than the year 2020. From the qualitative data received,
this optimism is justified with the expectation that God’s providence of the newfound vaccines
would help minimize the cases of the pandemic.
Approximately 14% of the respondents who scored ‘Don’t know’ highlight the fact that the
future remains uncertain at this point.
Another 11% believe that the year 2021 will be worse than the year 2020. From the qualitative
data, this was attributed to the loss of livelihoods and jobs, and “with the resumption of
exorbitant taxes, poverty will increase. Many in this category expect that the ripple effects of a
struggling economy, increased school fees, bad politics, lack of clear national economic recovery
plan, will be fully realized in the year 2021.
A marginal percentage of 4% indicated that they expect the year 2021 to be the same as the year
2020. They opine that Covid-19 is still with us, and the current situation will continue to unfold
in similar ways.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Basic Information
Number of Church Denominations in Kenya Represented: 28
Number of Respondents: 102
The Counties Represented by the polled Respondents: 22
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Ages of the respondents
The ages of the respondents polled were as follows: 56.57% (36-69 years of age), 42.4%
(19-35 years of age), and 1.01% (70+ years of age).

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Research Dates: 20th December-29th December 2020.
Poll Release: 31st December 2020.
Who Participated: Christians in Kenya.
Church Denominations Involved: The web Survey was open to all Churches in Kenya.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The margin of error: ±9.70%; The sample provides a Confidence level of 95%
The Snowball Sampling method was employed to get respondents from various
churches/denominations in Kenya who then recommended the survey link to church
leaders within their networks. Also, the ShahidiHub Church Panel comprising of the contact
database of church leaders in Kenya was used to reach out to Church leaders in Kenya.
The Online Survey was hosted by the US-based online data service company- SurveyMonkey
Inc. The data were processed, analyzed, and exported from the SurveyMonkey.
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SPONSORSHIP
Due to the need for well-research data and credible information on the state of the church
in Kenya, ShahidiHub Africa Ltd, through its sponsorship, stepped in to sponsor the survey.
The organization has also provided an online platform (www.shahidihub.com) that hosts
conversations on current trends and their bearing on the Christian community, and society
at large.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lead Researcher: Dr. Elkanah Cheboi, holds a Ph.D. in Biblical & Theological Studies, from
Africa International University. He is an educator, consultant, researcher, and ordained
minister of the gospel. Currently, he leads a team of researchers at the ShahidiHub
Research & Consulting and oversees publications.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ShahidiHub Africa Ltd. is a nondenominational, nonpartisan Christian research, publications,
and Media Company based in Kenya. Through ShahidiHub Research & Consulting, the company
seeks to provide credible and researched data on the contemporary context and emerging trends
through opinion polls/surveys on societal matters/themes affecting the church. During this
pandemic period, the organization continues to offer a platform where conversations on church
and society are hosted. We are grateful for the invaluable feedback from our respondents.
Visit our website: www.shahidihub.com and Like our Facebook Page: ShahidiHub Africa
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ShahidiHub Research & Consulting: Research in Africa for God’s Kingdom in Africa.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ShahidiHub Africa Ltd
PO BOX 4419, NAKURU, 20100,
shahidihub.africa@gmail.com
Phone: 0734272112
www.shahidihub.com
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